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RISKY BUSINESS
OR EASY-GOING?
Some of us scale mountains or dive out of planes in our spare time.
Some of us prefer chess or curling up with a good book. How we
spend our spare time says a lot about our risk tolerance and the same
applies when it comes to our investment choices. If your personal
risk appetite leans towards conservatism, then a high-risk investment
strategy isn’t for you, and vice versa.
Over the course of 2020 many investors have come face-to-face with their
investment fears. Some free climbers may have looked in the mirror and realised
that their investment risk runs more to the queen’s gambit. Understanding these
risk preferences may require setting new targets and goals, which are more in line
with your personal preferences.
In determining your risk preference, your Citadel advisor will start by carefully
considering factors such as investment time horizon, type of investment vehicle,
required market participation and future cash-flow requirements. The goal or
target set by the investor also plays a crucial role – this can be set as inflation
(wealth preservation), zero (capital preservation) or an absolute/relative value.
It’s also important to consider the following criteria in determining your target
and goals:
• Liquidity. This is defined as the funds required by the investor to cover
		 expenditure over a short period of time.
• Income. This reflects the cash-flow needs anticipated by the investor to
		 maintain their lifestyle.
• Capital preservation. This relates to the need for an investor to avoid
		 experiencing a significant decline in the value of their capital.
• Growth. This reflects the need to see capital appreciate over time.
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Finally, each investors’ risk preference will be influenced
by the type of investor they are. Broadly speaking,
investors can be divided into those seeking to grow wealth
(mostly pre-retirement individuals) and those seeking to
preserve wealth (mostly retired).

For most of us risk means the possibility of losing
something. It is associated with a state of doubt, the
potential for future harm or even loss. It talks of
potentially deviating from the expected. And it poses the
treat of not achieving a cherished goal.

and understand their risk preference, before they invest
a cent. Once you fully understand how you view risk, you
will know where and how much to invest and what return
to expect. It will also enable you to manage your future
expectations and expenditure.

A BLUEPRINT DESIGNED JUST FOR YOU
All these goals and preferences are then merged together
to create a unique financial plan and wealth preservation
strategy.

The Chinese written character for risk –
– is a
combination of the character for “danger” and the
character for “opportunity” and this is probably the best
way of thinking about risk, particularly in an investment
context. Any activity that has an inherent danger often has
associated rewards to compensate. For example, the risk
of bungee jumping off a bridge is rewarded with the huge
adrenalin rush experienced by the jumper. Therefore, we
would expect there to be a positive relationship between
risk and reward or, in investment lingo, between risk and
return.

Risk means different things to different people. Most
investors will agree that losses of a given magnitude
produce a pain more acute than the satisfaction produced
by gains of a similar magnitude. This is often the reason
why investors feel overconfident and then expose
themselves to the recent best-performing asset class or
manager (probably at the wrong time) and remain leery of
the worst-performing asset class or manager.
Some investors – those chess players, perhaps – are
concerned about relative risk (underperforming a
benchmark or target) and others might be concerned about
absolute risk (losing money). Therefore, some investors
might be worried about their real drawdown (maximum
loss below inflation), others might want to minimise their
portfolio’s shortfall to a benchmark and others might want
to reduce their value at risk. Clearly, the definition of risk
is extremely important and each and every investor should
be comfortable with their risk preference.

The profound economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on markets, stocks and economies has highlighted the
need for having a robust financial plan, which caters to
your particular risk tolerance level. For those of us in
the wealth management business, this underlines the
importance of an appropriate, disciplined and strategic
investment strategy – one that is capable of seeing you
through the boom times, as well as tumultuous periods
such as these.
A well-crafted and long-term financial plan – which
incorporates a clear understanding of your personal
risk appetite – is a guiding light during times of market
upheaval and global financial challenges, when keeping
emotions in check is so critical for any investor. The right
risk fit helps to ensure your discipline and commitment
to the plan, even when times are challenging and the
behaviour of markets is perplexing.

In other words, the absence of risk equates to the absence
of return and, similarly, without taking risks we cannot
obtain returns.

This is why we take our time to understand your personal
risk appetite and to unpack the broader concept of risk.
GETTING TO GRIPS WITH RISK
If we all had perfect foresight, there would be no risk. But
we don’t, which means we have to deal with the impact of
risk on our investment strategy.
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WHAT ARE YOUR RETURN EXPECTATIONS?
Every investor seeking return – whether for retirement,
further studies, preservation of capital or income
generation – should really take the time to get to know
4

At Citadel we pride ourselves on having a team of experts
that comprises many of the best advisors in the industry.
These individuals bring all their know-how to the table to
help design your ideal financial roadmap, which takes into
account your risk preferences. Most importantly, you can
draw on the input of these experts to construct a bespoke
investment portfolio that is actively managed and fully in
line with your specific objectives and risk appetite.
Maarten Ackerman

Citadel Chief Economist and Advisory Partner

Contact: maartena@citadel.co.za
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20% OF NOTHING
IS STILL NOTHING
If it looks too good to be true, then it probably is. Sure this is a
let-down of a proverb, but when it comes to the frantic search for
yield during challenging economic times, sometimes it’s best to
learn at the feet of history.
Just pause to consider the following headline run in the venerable Financial
Times in November 2020: “Investors lose £657 million to fraud.” That’s
over the past 12 months to September, up 28% on the year-ago period. Even
before the full impact of COVID-19 was being felt on the global economy,
CNBC reported that authorities in the United States had uncovered 60
alleged Ponzi schemes in 2019. In total this equated to US$3.25 billion in
investor funds and a number of dubious investment scams.
Quoting from the Ponzitracker website, CNBC went to say that this figure
was more than double that recorded in 2018, and the highest since 2010.
All eyes will be on more 2020 figures as they emerge, given the Coronavirus
implications on economies merged with the constant search for yield in a
low-growth environment.
History, of course, tells us that Ponzi schemes and financial scams are
nothing new. However, their sophistication in the online space and in a
digitally connected world are tailor-made for casting a wider, global net that
lures potential investors with promises of 20% or 30% returns or, in one
recent incident, interest of 7% a week.
A LITANY OF WARNING BELLS
Schemes designed to part you and your hard-earned capital have a long
and notorious history, with Charles Ponzi’s original 1920s creation being
the most frequently cited. More recently, in South Africa, we saw the 2007
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Fidentia investment scam which resulted in mastermind
J Arthur Brown being sentenced to 15 years in prison for
fraud in 2014. Both Ponzi and Brown duped investors with
guarantees of meteorically high yields.
As history tells us, of course, these expectations often
come with a catch. This underlines the importance of
knowing how to distinguish between a scam and a sound
investment option that delivers solid returns.

Right now, during this uncertain time in world
history, many clients, businesses and governments are
experiencing financial pressures brought about by the
economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
associated lockdowns. Faced with this uncertainty, and
record-low interests rates in markets such as South
Africa, Japan, Switzerland and the European Union, the
previous

temptation to seek out attractive returns is compelling.

to be unsavoury and risky.

PROTECT YOURSELF AND YOUR WEALTH
When faced with investment decisions which “look too
good to be true”, it is critical to remember that there are
only a finite number of instruments into which you can
invest with the aim of earning an income. While products
may change and receive a facelift over time, the underlying
fundamental asset classes in which you invest – and which
drive your returns – do not change.

Some legitimate products will aim to make up for this gap
by using derivates and gearing within the solution. The
result is a very large increase in risk associated with this
investment. This risk should be explained and disclosed
very clearly by the product providers to investors, so that
they understand the potential downside. For example, the
return on investment might be 30%, if all the planets align,
but if they don’t the result can be -50%.

The first trap to avoid are financial institutions that do
not disclose returns clearly and in a way which is easy
to understand. In recent years some conservative cash
investments were promoted to provide a 13%* return.
Note the *-, that’s where the fine print is hidden. This
conservative investment is now perceived to generate an
annual return of 13%, which sounds wonderful, but it just
isn’t true. The fine print will read something like: If you
hold this investment for five years, then your return over
the five-year period will equate to an average of 13%. This
is due to compound interest. If you hold an investment
with an annual return of 9% for a period of five years, the
annual interest on interest compounding effect will result
in an average return over the five-year period of 13%. It
will, therefore, be incorrect to compare this 13% to the
annual returns of other investments and assume 13% is
better. The real annual return is 9%, which is the number
to compare.

Then, of course, there are scams, which take us beyond
risky investments into the realm of fraud.

The next stumbling block is guaranteed high returns. If
someone offers you a guaranteed return of 20% or even
30% and more, but you know that realistically they will
only be able to earn a 13% annual return based on the
historical return of the stated asset class (more on that
13% later), then it should be fairly clear that the methods
being used to make up that substantial 17% gap are likely
6

While scams come in various forms, they frequently
make up the 17% shortfall mentioned above by giving you
someone else’s money. For example: Mrs First Victim
invests R100 with her “investment advisor”, Mr Ponzi.
Mr Ponzi promises returns of 30% a year. In order to
achieve just a 13% return (R13, in this case) in the stated
asset class, Mr Ponzi will need to invest that money for
a long-term period. Now Mr Ponzi needs to find R17 in
order to give Mrs First Victim her promised 30% return,
otherwise the scam falls flat from the start. Enter Mr
Second Victim, who also wants to take advantage of this
wonderful opportunity. Mr Ponzi takes the R17 he needs
from Mr Second Victim’s R100 and gives it to Mrs First
Victim. Now she is happy with her 30% return and tells
all her friends, and Mr Second Victim looks forward to his
amazing returns.
Mr Ponzi’s problem now is that he has only R83 left of Mr
Second Victim’s initial R100 investment from which he
needs to generate R30 (30% of R100). He invests the R83
and earns a 13% return, which gives an R11 return.
Mr Ponzi must now find another R19 (R30 – R11) to
make up the difference, which he gets from Ms Third
next

Victim’s R100 investment. And so the cycle continues and
Mr Ponzi’s problems escalate. The moment new inflows
don’t meet Mr Ponzi’s distribution needs (either because
regulators have intervened or investors get suspicious), the
whole house of cards comes crashing down.
Why is it not possible for Mr Ponzi to legitimately invest
your money and generate a 30% return per year?
A WORD ON RISK
As indicated previously, there are a finite number of asset
classes in which you can invest in order to give you a
return on your money. These range from conservative cash
investments in a bank to shares. Every asset class has a
risk/return profile. If you want a low-risk investment, you
must accept a low return. If, on the other hand, you are
willing to take on more risk and invest in the stock market,
for example, then you will get a higher rate of return, but
you will experience more volatility during the process
and will likely need to commit your capital for a sevenyear period or longer in order to realise those returns.
In between the extremes of low-risk cash and high-risk
equities lie the asset classes of bonds, property, hedge
funds and the like.

Getting the mix right between asset classes and ensuring
that you have a nuanced understanding of the inner
workings of options within such assets, takes skill and
deep investment knowledge.
Which is where we step in. Someone in a nifty suit with
a financial background, say in tax or property, is not
necessarily qualified to give the sort of sage investment
advice you need to navigate the complex world of
investing. Only engage with a financial advisor who is
a registered representative of an authorised Financial
Service Provider company and who is authorised to give
financial advice. If a person does not meet these criteria,
then walk away.

Ultimately, as an astute investor you know that investment
fundamentals don’t change overnight. You know that
investing is not a sprint, it is a marathon. A journey that
takes careful planning, precision and dedication to the
end goal. History also tells us that the best way to reach
your financial goals remains the same: Start saving and
investing at an early age, work with a qualified financial
advisor who can offer guidance along the way and you will
reap the benefits over time.
Anything else is just unrealistic.
Pierre Muller CFP®
Citadel Advisory Partner
Contact: pierrem@citadel.co.za

A direct offshore stock market investment, which is on the
risky side of the spectrum, has provided an average return
of 13% over the long term. Of course, there will be years of
20% returns or more, and years of significantly negative
returns, such as those experienced during the 2008/2009
financial crisis and the first half of 2020 due to the
COVID-19 impact. No one knows for certain which shares
within the stock market are going to generate the best
returns. The safest way to ensure your money generates
a return above inflation is to diversify your risk and hold
shares in different companies, in different sectors, in
different countries and even in different currencies.
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WHISKY HALL OF
FAME INDUCTEE
Andy Watts is a remarkable man who makes remarkable whisky.
Recently inducted into the Whisky Hall of Fame, Watts has established
a solid reputation over the past 37 years.
WHISKY HALL OF FAME
Watt’s induction into the European publication, Whisky Magazine’s Whisky
Hall of Fame is a notable accolade. Since the Whisky Hall of fame was first
established in 2004, Watts is only the 70th inductee among industry experts
which include writers, marketers, distillers and essentially anyone who has
contributed significantly to the industry.
The honour, which will formally be bestowed on 25 March 2021, is
understandably momentous for Watts. “For me it doesn’t get any bigger than this,
to be perfectly honest. It gives me a lot of satisfaction to know that my work has
been recognised and deemed worthy of this recognition,” he says. What makes
the award especially noteworthy is that it comes in the form of acknowledgement
from his peers, people who have in-depth knowledge of the industry and
understand what it takes to be a significant player in this acclaimed industry.
THE MAKINGS OF A GREAT
When asked what has made him a great distiller, Watts says, “My son-in-law has
a fitness business called 3D Fitness, and the 3D stands for Discipline, Dedication
and Determination. I think you need those as a starting point.”
Whisky production is a 24 hour a day, seven day a week endeavour. To succeed
in this industry, Watts admits he had to make a lot of sacrifices, as did the people
he loves. “There was a cost. I have twins who are now 28. There was a gap, where
work came first. I didn’t have balance then, but I am trying to find that now in my
later life,” he says.
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Added to his drive and commitment to succeed, was a little
bit of good fortune. In the late 1980s Watts was invited
by the directors of Morrison Bowmore Distillers to travel
to Scotland to learn how to make a good Scottish Whisky.
“Between 1985 and 1989 I found myself working with
some of the legends of the Scottish industry, and their
passion rubbed off on me,” he says.
When he returned from Scotland, Watts set his
sights on putting South African whisky on the map.
Over the years, the magic he summoned up at the
James Sedgwick Distillery in Wellington saw him
winning numerous awards for both the Three Ships brand
and, most notably, Bain’s Cape Mountain Whisky, a brand
that won World’s Best Grain Whisky in 2013 and 2018.
THE FUTURE OF SOUTH AFRICAN WHISKY
For nearly four decades, Watts’ star has been one of the
guiding lights for local producers. Today he is confident
that although South Africa is still his biggest market,
the local industry is well on track to making its mark
internationally. “If you look at the growth of whiskies
around the world, it is been driven by countries like
Taiwan, Japan, Australia and Sweden,” explains Watts,
who adds, “I see no reason why South Africa cannot be
part of that mix.”
Despite James Sedgwick Distillery being the only
commercial distillery on the African continent , Watts
believes there is room in the market for craft whiskies and
hopes to see more brands emerging soon. “The bigger the
South African portfolio of products, the stronger our brand
is overseas,” he explains. This, however, will take time.
Watts explains that there are one or two craft distilleries
making an appearance, but whisky takes time “to come of
age”. He hopes that more craft distilleries, are currently
previous

generating cashflow through products like gin and tequila
- which can be distilled and bottled within days - and
will use those funds to carry them through while they
bring their whiskies to maturity, a process which takes a
minimum of three years.
One thing he does advise anyone wanting to enter the
industry is to have a long-term view when it comes to
whisky production. He urges producers to start small and
get a feel for the time and risk associated with whisky
production, as it is very capital intensive. A good whisky
requires wood for maturation, in addition to distilling
equipment. This makes it much more expensive that
distilling gin, for example. “Don’t build yourself a megadistillery, start in your garage if you can,” he advises.
CHANGING MARKET IS INCREASING DEMAND
What excites Watts about the industry is that whisky
is no longer a drink exclusively for middle-aged men.
Consumers of whisky now include people of all races,
genders and ages. Watts has noticed that many of his
consumers now fall in the 25 to 45 age bracket and that
30% to 35% of these people are women.

whisky, you are doing yourself a disservice.”
IN PURSUIT OF A GLOBAL PASSION
Whisky is a global phenomenon; an aspect of this market
which is highly appealing in terms of choice and which
caters to any number of tastes. Watts suggests you
embracing this diversity.
He recommends that any experiential journey into the
world of whisky should start with light, easy-to-drink
brands and then progress towards the heavier, more
smoky styles like the Islay malted whiskies. The key is to
be open to experimentation. An easy way to get a feel for
whisky is to visit a whisky bar like Whisky Brother in
Morningside or their shop in Hyde Park. Their impressive
selection boasts more than 1 350 whiskies from around the
world.
As the saying goes, “A journey of a thousand miles begins
with a single step.” Or, maybe, it should say, “The journey
of a thousand whiskies, begins with a single shot.”

Watts also says that the way whisky is being consumed is
changing. It is no longer about it being served with two
blocks of ice and a dash of water. With the multitude of
whiskies available in the market, he urges consumers to
choose a whisky that suits the occasion. “Today, in the
Cape, it’s going to be 35 degrees. So tonight, I may take
a long glass, fill it with lots of ice, and then pour a light
whisky topped up with a mixer of my choosing,” he says.
“There is no wrong or right way to drink whisky. It is very
subjective.”
He then adds emphatically, “I don’t believe there is one
whisky for every occasion. If you are only drinking one
9
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70% of blended whiskies, which make up 90% of all
whiskies consumed around the world.
In the late 1990s, Watts wanted to create something
special. He had always loved grain whiskies, so he looked
to the “two Js” for inspiration: Jameson and Jack Daniels.
“Jameson is an incredibly soft and smooth, easy to drink
whisky, but from a technical perspective, possibly a bit
bland,” says Watts. “Then you’ve got bourbons, which are
sweet and spicy. They have a natural sweetness that is
derived from the American oak they use.”

Today, Bain’s is matured for three years in one set of 1st
fill ex bourbon casks, and then re-vatted into a second
set of the same casks. This means that with the “double
maturation” the whisky benefits from a greater extraction
of flavours..
The result is Bain’s Cape Mountain Whisky. An extremely
smooth and soft whisky, which boasts the sweet and
spicy flavours of a good bourbon. Watts launched his first
bottling of Bain’s in 2009.

Watts wanted to create a whisky that captured the best
of both worlds. “I wanted something that was soft and
smooth, like Jameson, but with more complexity to it,” he
says. Whisky’s flavour is derived from the style of spirit
used, grain or malt, and then the type of wood used for
maturation. In order to get the bourbon characteristics
in his whisky, he would use wooden casks to infuse those
flavours.

THE BEGINNINGS OF BAIN’S MOUNTAIN WHISKY
Master distiller of the James Sedgwick Distillery, Andy
Watts, has created a world-class brand in his Bain’s
Cape Mountain Whisky. This, however, was no accident.
Choosing grain as the base for this renowned whisky was a
very deliberate choice.
There are three types of whisky, the malt whisky which
Watts calls the romance of the industry. There is grain
whisky, which is the “black sheep” of the family, something
Watts has never understood. And then there are the
blended whiskies, which are a combination of malt and
grain whisky. Grain whiskies, Watts explains, make up

Watts decided on casks that had been used to produce
bourbon. In order to do this, he needed to travel to
bourbon country, in the United States. Once he had found
what he was looking for, he brought them back to South
Africa and matured his grain whisky in them for three
years. These were exciting times for Watts, who says, “I
was expecting my Eureka moment.” When three years was
up, Watts was disappointed to find that what he had was
a product that was nice, but not fantastic. “It was missing
what I really wanted, so I took a really unusual, and very
expensive, decision to buy another set of bourbon casks.”
This was the turning point for Watts. With another two
years in his new casks, Watts had a product that was
exactly what he was looking for.
Photo: J Botha iPhotosa
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WHAT MAKES A
GOOD OLIVE OIL
Drizzling, pouring, or frying – make olive your oil South African
The Mediterranean diet has long been espoused as one of the healthiest
in the world. It is filled with whole foods, fresh fruit and vegetables, more
seafood than red meat and dairy, includes very little by way of preservatives
and – at centre stage – is an abundance of olive oil.
But not just any olive oil; good olive oil.
Brenda Wilkinson of Rio Largo Olive Farm chatted to Remarkable Life about
what makes a good olive oil and why we should be looking to South Africa
when we stock our pantries.
In 2010 Brenda and her husband, Nick, bought Rio Largo, a farm in the Klein
Karoo, situated between Worcester and Robertson in the Western Cape. It
was, but not by design, an olive farm. Ten years on, and with many awards
under their belt, Brenda and Nick are now championing of the South African
olive oil industry and working hard to get it front of mind of local consumers.
“There is so much bad olive oil around, and people don’t realise they are
buying sub-standard oils,” says Brenda Wilkinson, an advocate for buying
local. “So SA Olive [an association which represents the interests of the local
olive industry] is now certifying local olive oils, guaranteeing their quality. It
is so important.”
Currently, South Africa has around 170 registered olive oil growers. Half of
these are farming on five hectares or less. The 11 biggest growers, however,
span more than 50 hectares each, according to the deciduous fruit industry’s
think-tank, Hortgro. The Western Cape is home to 93% of South Africa’s
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olive farms, with the remainder found across the country.
KwaZulu-Natal is the only province not producing.

– this is specifically developed for the South African
climate.”

Although the recent Western Cape drought put pressure
on the industry, domestic oil production is growing and,
in 2019, was estimated to be around one million litres,
according to the 2019 Hortgro report.

Like wine farmers, olive oil producers also consider the
terroir of their farms when deciding which olives will
best suit the environment their farms have to offer. South
Africa’s Western Cape region offers exceptional olive
growing conditions and Wilkinson believes the Rio Largo
farm’s location has really helped them produce top quality
oil. Her husband, she laughs, is a superb blender of olive
oil, but whenever he wins an award people pat him on the
back and say it’s all down to Rio Largo’s location.

South Africa, says Wilkinson, contributes minimally to
global olive oil production, but what comes out of the
country is of a very high quality. And this is not just
marketing talk. South African oils are doing well on both
the local and global stage. Of the 93 entries into the SA
Olive Awards, 25 oils were awarded gold medals, 35 silver
and 21 bronze. This means that 87% of the oils entered for
review received recognition.
In 2019, 75 Southern Hemisphere Extra Virgin Olive
Oils (EVOOs) were entered into the 6th edition of the Sol
d’Oro Southern Hemisphere olive oil competition, which
was held in Peru. South Africa walked away with the
gold medal, the competition’s top accolade, as well as the
bronze. Five local oils also received a grand mention.
ITALIAN CULTIVARS THRIVE IN SOUTH AFRICA’S TERROIR
Olives are a bit like wine. Producers choose which olive
cultivars they are going to grow, depending on where they
are growing their fruit, and what style of oil they want
to produce. Wilkinson explains that most South African
olives are Italian, but there are also a few varieties from
Spain and Greece.
“We have four cultivars on our farm, and we produce oil
per cultivar before blending them,” explains Wilkinson.
“We are growing Fantoio, Leccino, Coratina (which is a
very pungent olive) then we have FS17 which is a Favolosa
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While that is amusing, the skill and craft it takes to make a
good olive oil cannot be overstated.
GOOD. BETTER. BEST.
Wilkinson says that when choosing an olive oil, you want
an oil that is natural, and which has not been tampered
with chemically. “Olive oil is essentially just a crushed
olive. It is the most natural oil available. Nothing is added
during the process,” she says. So keeping nature at the
centre is essential.
The process is simple. After being washed, the freshly
picked olives are put into a mill that crushes the whole
olive, including the skin and pip, until it looks like
tapenade. It is then transferred to the malixer where the
paste is repeatedly folded over on itself to release the oil.
The oil then rises to the top and it is separated by using a
centrifuge. It is then stored in stainless steel vats until it
is ready to be blended. The whole process takes about 45
minutes says Wilkinson.
According to Extra Virgin Olive Oil South Africa
(EVOOSA), olive oils fall into four categories. The fourth,
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although it is not actually classified as an olive oil, still
carries the name. They are:
1.
		
		
		
		
		
		
2.
		

Extra Virgin Olive Oil. A natural, unrefined olive
oil free from defects and boasting fruity
characteristics. Ideally you want a cold-pressed oil.
When oil is cold pressed, the olives are kept at
under 30 degrees centigrade during the pressing
process. This prevents the destruction of sensitive
vitamins, antioxidants and flavour compounds.
Virgin Olive Oil. This is also a natural and
unrefined olive oil, but may have minimal defects.
next

3.
		
		
		
		
4.
		
		
		

Refined or light olive oil. This variant is produced
from oils that are defective or unfit for consumption.
They undergo a deodorising and bleaching process
which results in a tasteless, almost colourless
product.
Pomace Olive Oil. Not technically an olive oil,
this product undergoes a chemical process where oil
is extracted from the press cake residue using
Hexane.

When gazing at the dizzying array of olive oils available
in shops around South Africa these days, Wilkinson
recommends you seek out local EVOOs that have been
certified by SA Olive. This way you know when the oil
was produced, and can guarantee you are buying a fresh
product (olive oil has a life span of around two years,
although Wilkinson urges consumers to use it within a
year).
Looking for the SA Olive brand also offers an assurance
that the product contains exactly what is stated on the
label.
According to SA Olive, the rules for certification come with
the following pledge for consumers:
• The producer confirms that the content is 100%
		 South African.
• The year of harvest will be prominently displayed,
		 indicating the freshness of the oil.
• The producer is committed to the standards set out
		 in the SA Olive Codes of Practice, which are based on
		 international quality standards.
• Honest and transparent labelling – if the label states
		 that the content is Extra Virgin, the producer verifies
		 that the content is in fact Extra Virgin and not Virgin,
		 or a Refined Olive Oil.
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However, EVOOSA, does recommend using different
intensity oils for different purposes.
While olive oils are typically blends of several olive
cultivars and olives at varying stages of ripeness,
Wilkinson reiterates that all olives start off green. Some
will remain green, others turn black. Green olives give
olive oils their pungency and pepperiness, but they do not
release a lot of oil. Black olives, on the other hand, are
much oilier, and have a far gentler and fruitier flavour. So
producers blend green and black olive oils to achieve the
desired flavour intensity of their oils. And each flavour
intensity is suited to a different use.

This is why locally produced and certified olive oil comes
at a slight premium. You should be looking in the region of
R100 for 500ml.
EVOOSA also recommends that consumers order their oils
directly from the producers, as they are then guaranteed
fresh. Wilkinson adds to this, stressing that one should
only buy oil that will be consumed within a year. Also,
she says, oils should ideally be packed in dark bottles or
vacuum packed with closures that are airtight, since light,
heat and air negatively impact the quality of olive oils.
Finally, EVOOSA urges consumers not to put their oil in
the fridge, as this turns the oil cloudy.
WHEN TO DRIZZLE, SIZZLE OR SWIRL
When it comes to cooking with olive oil, a lot has been
written about its smoking point and how it should not be
used for high-temperature cooking. Wilkinson, however,
debunks this as a marketing ploy used by rival oil
producers. The fact is that a good olive oil can be used for
all your food preparation and cooking needs.
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Delicate oils offer subtle, fresh and fruity notes and
aromas, and are good for producing butter, drizzling on
breads, salads and roast vegetables, baking and for being
used in mayonnaise.
Medium oils have a good balance of fruitiness, a peppery
aftertaste and bitterness. These are delicious in salad
dressings, pastry, pasta and sauces. They also enhance
braising and casseroles of fish, chicken and meat.
Intense olive oils which are very fruity and pungent and
have a strong bite of bitterness are best suited for cheese
sauces, soups, lamb, beef and pork dishes and to base
brinjals and roast potatoes.
And, of course, any option comes packed with those
renowned Mediterranean health benefits.
Just to add another level of South African creative flair and
charm, the Wilkinson’s Rio Largo Olive Oils are packaged
in delightfully bright and colourful packaging that will
also add a splash of class, style and Karoo charm to any
kitchen, making them the ideal gift for any occasion.
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MICHELIN COOKING
WITH AN SA TWIST
Being remarkable is not a matter of luck. It requires vision,
commitment and persistence to achieve your goals and make your
dreams a reality. Chef Wandile Mabaso is such a man. One of South
Africa’s most respected chefs, Mabaso has wowed the local culinary
landscape courtesy of his refined fine food with an undeniable South
African twist.
Although Mabaso was on track with a stellar international career, coming home
was always on the cards. “The plan was to acquire as much knowledge, skills
and experience as possible, and then to come back,” he says. After 10 years on
three different continents, Mabaso wanted to come home and open his own
establishment. “When you look at cities that I have lived in – New York, Paris
– there is an abundance of food, culture, restaurants and concepts. There is
no concept that has not been done in New York City,” he says. So South Africa
presented a huge opportunity for him.
LES CRÉATIFS, FILLING A GAP
“When I came back to South Africa, I saw a gap. There were not a lot of chefs as
qualified as me, or who had been exposed to the fine dining scene as I was. So,
it made sense for me to come back and open a restaurant,” he said. Les Créatifs
(The Creatives) was born.
In the process, Mabaso has created a fine-dining experience that tantalizes all
the senses. The Johannesburg-based restaurant boasts an intimate fine-dining
experience, with an open-view kitchen, a world-class wine list and interior design
by world-renowned interior designer Donald Nxumalo. Even the plates were a
collaborative effort between Mabaso and ceramic artist Andile Ndyalvane.
Using his experience and drawing on different influences, including French,
Japanese, Mexican and Moroccan, Mabaso is creating a unique South African
fine-dining experience. “People in South Africa are looking for something
particular. They want someone to refine our local cuisine, reinvent our food,”
previous
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he believes. “We have done well in taking our indigenous
dishes and ingredients and using them create a fine-dining
experience. South Africa is a melting pot. It makes sense to
interpret our cultures, our food cultures.”

REFINING SOUTH AFRICA’S FOOD CULTURE
A challenge for Mabaso is that South Africans don’t have
a culture of seasonal eating. “We don’t have a dining or
eating culture of sourcing ingredients based on seasons.
We can find asparagus in winter; it doesn’t make sense,”
he says. “To find good ingredients, you have to go out
of your way. It is difficult.” He explains that top-quality
produce in South Africa is typically exported and that
South African’s are being left with the ‘rejects’.
Mabaso believes that, as a society, we need to start
changing the way we think about food. “We need to
change the way we look at food and the way we source our
food, for use in our homes, never mind for restaurants.”
But this, he says, will take time and will require greater
education about food and how to eat properly.
previous

is that they have to come back to the restaurant at least
two days a month for a refresher. We keep them ahead of
the game by keeping their skills alive and ensuring they
acquire more skills.”

Although sourcing quality ingredients is a challenge, this
has not stopped Mabaso from finding exceptional produce
across Johannesburg. And, in line with his principles,
Mabaso ensures that his menu – which is updated weekly
– contains the best seasonal fare available and is assured
of tantalizing the tastebuds of his diners.
UPGRADING LOCAL SKILLS
Mabaso is equally passionate about and committed to
ensuring that South Africa is producing world-class chefs.
“We have actually started to teach our chefs. We even
send them overseas to go and train. Last year I sent one of
our pastry chefs to train in Paris, at a three-star Michelin
restaurant, to give them exposure,” he says.
But Mabaso’s business extends beyond staffing Les
Créatifs. He also trains and places highly skilled chefs
into private homes or hires them out for high-end private
events. The demand for these services, he explains, has
increased during the pandemic. “We train them and then
place them into private homes or offer their services for
private events,” explains Mabaso. “Part of their contract
15

THE FUTURE IS FOOD
Ultimately, Mabaso’s aim is to expand his fine-food
empire. In addition to Les Créatifs he is currently
consulting with investors who are looking to open their
own fine-dining establishments. He also wants to expand
his personal brand. “We are opening up a new restaurant
in Kimberley, and we are moving into hotels as well. I
am very entrepreneurial and in the next five years I want
multiple restaurants, multiple schools and anything to
do with the business of food. I want to be the best on the
continent,” he says.
Asked what motivates him, Mabaso explains, “I think it’s
just a natural thing. It’s one of those things. I think you are
born with passion and drive. I have always had that drive,
even as a kid, I always wanted to be the best, whether it
was soccer, or poetry or to be the best in drama. I have
always had that competitive spirit.”
With a deep love or food combined with his fierce drive
to succeed, Chef Wandile Mabaso is set to reach his
remarkable on the African culinary stage – just watch this
space.
UNDERSTANDING THE MICHELIN RATING
Every chef aspires to get their own personal Michelin
rating. Although Michelin does not currently operate in
South Africa, this does not mean it won’t in the future.
South African-born chef Wandile Mabaso travelled the
world honing his culinary skills, and boasts having worked
under the guidance of Alain Ducasse, who holds a two-star
Michelin rating.
next

This is an amazing accomplishment for a young man from
Soweto.
The Michelin rating stems from the Michelin Guide, which
was produced by the Michelin brothers in 1900. At the
time the brothers were involved in producing tyres; but
to sell tyres, car sales needed to improve (there were only
300 cars in France at the time). By creating a guide of fine
restaurants, hotels, mechanics and petrol stations along
France’s most popular tourist routes, the brothers hoped
to encourage people to buy cars in order to travel.
In 1926 the first Michelin rating was awarded to
restaurants that were considered ‘fine-dining
establishments. By 1931, the ratings were expanded to
include the three-star rating:
• One star went to very good restaurants in their
		category.
• Two stars were awarded to restaurants that displayed
		 excellent cooking and were worth taking a detour to
		visit.
• Three stars were bestowed on establishments that
		 served exceptional cuisine and were worth taking a
		 special journey to experience their culinary delights.
In 2005 the guide, which now solely rates restaurants,
expanded beyond Europe to include the United States.
Then, during 2007-2008, Tokyo, Hong Kong and Macau
were added. Now the guide covers restaurants in 23
countries and is sold in 90 countries across the world.

of the rating, Mabaso explains that restaurants are also
rated on their service and the concept – the establishment
must have a story. And to be a Michelin rated chef, Mabaso
explains, the chef must be actively involved in the concept
and preparation of meals.

“You have to be working in that environment.
Those stars for a restaurant are what you are
working for,” says Wandile.

Interestingly, the Michelin inspectors remain completely
anonymous when reviewing restaurants, and the guide
prides itself on reflecting the experience any diner would
have. Although food quality is the most important aspect

previous
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SHOULD YOU INVEST
IN CLASSIC CARS?
When a stockbroker favours an alternative investment such as
collectable Ferraris there must be something to the sleek lines
of this unique asset diversification approach. But what makes
investing in exotic cars such an investable option?
The answer is simple: a combination of passion and profit.
Ferrari investor and enthusiast Clynton Kairuz, a committee member of the
Ferrari Club of South Africa’s Johannesburg branch, has witnessed this first
hand, securing a return in the region of 330% to 400% over 18 months with
his first Ferrari. “That’s the kind of return that happens,” he explains.
While not all Ferraris are collectable, and some do depreciate, collector-level
vehicles have steadily climbed in value over the past decade. This explains
the growing interest in trading exotic cars such and Italy’s Ferrari marque.
But, like any investment, understanding the ins and outs of this complex
market is essential if you are looking to turn your passion into a bankable
portfolio.
Ninety percent of the stuff you see on the roads is not investable, says Kairuz,
which makes it vital to “study and study and study the market” in order
to spot the gaps. “There are so many of those things to consider and the
majority of people don’t know them.”
You also need to consider your own motivations for embarking on what, in
some cases, is a long-term investment.
A LIFELONG PASSION
A stockbroker by profession, Kairuz may have an innate nose for a good
investment, but his foray into classic car investing was not driven by a
profit motive. When he was about 15 his father, who owned a panel-beating
previous
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business, bought a business which included an old Ferrari.
“I knew nothing about Ferrari,” he recalls, but one day that
all changed when his father brought the refurbished car
home and took him for a drive. “I’ll never forget where we
drove and how we drove.”

GEARING UP
At age 30, without telling anyone, Kairuz bought his first
Ferrari, a 550 Maranello. He’d chased the deal for more
than three weeks and knew “because of the research I had
done” that he was buying a good vehicle.

The next day, his father offered to teach him to drive the
following morning. “I was up at two in the morning, ready
to go. We drove off to Bedfordview and he taught me to
drive around the school grounds at St Benedict’s College.”

Over 18 months he racked up about 50 000km. Then he
was, surprisingly, offered a deal to swap his 550 Maranello
for his dream model, a Ferrari 599 GTB Fiorano. The car
was almost new, with just 6 000km on the clock.
“I still have that car – which is today an investment vehicle
- and every time I get into it I pinch myself,” he says.
“That’s when I realised that if I could make that sort of
return so quickly there was something to be had here.”
Kairuz ramped up his research into the market. He cashed
in provident funds which he knew he was going to pay
tax on, and he bought a few Ferraris - all collectables including a Testarossa for R1.3 million in 2016. He spent
R100 000 fixing up the car and, when he sold it in 2017,
the value of the car had grown by almost 300%.

In a Ferrari.
“The seed was planted,” recalls Kairuz. “I’d never
experienced anything like this, the noise, the G-force when
it pulls you into the seat. I became so consumed with the
brand and that’s when I started studying the cars.”
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the Ferrari Club of South Africa – the oldest registered
Ferrari association for owners in the world. “We call it our
second family. We have 380 members nationwide and the
majority have more than one Ferrari,” says Kairuz.
The club arranges events around the country, including
an annual Kyalami Track Day. “This is the highlight of the
calendar. Participants need to have done the advanced
driving course to qualify to go on to Kyalami,” explains
Kairuz, because the discipline on the track is very different
“and if you don’t know those things you become a danger
to yourself and those around you”. The club offers both
advance driving and training courses as well as access to
the camaraderie of other “Tifosi” supporters.
“Sometimes we drive in a convoy of 20 or 30 Ferraris
and we get a chance to see that. It never gets old,” Kairuz
admits. “Some of our members are almost obsessive about
the brand and, for others, it’s just a nice investment which
they enjoy.”

However, circling back to the need to know the market,
Kairuz adds that while Ferraris made until around 1997 or
1998 are slowly appreciating, “the modern cars can lose
anything between 20-50% of their value, depending on
how desperate the seller is”. This is simply because too
many vehicles are now being manufactured - with more
than 10 000 Ferraris being produced in 2019 across the
product line. This is the sort of information you need to
know when venturing into this market.

With many of South Africa’s wealthy having already
externalised their wealth, physical assets such as classic
cars, super cars and collectable vehicles – much like fine
wine or art investing – is growing in popularity. “Interest
rates are low and money is very accessible, but you can
only have so many yachts and houses. So, what else do you
buy?” asks Kairuz. “You can certainly collect a number of
Ferraris, which is why there are collectors in South Africa
with 30 or 40 cars. As long as there is money you can keep
going. You can buy two or three of the same car, different
colours of the same car, and there are people who do that.”

A SECOND, FERRARI FAMILY
Fortunately, once you’ve acquired your first Ferrari there
is support on hand in the form of an association called
the Southern Equatorial Ferrari Automobili Club, or

Plus their worth is intrinsically global and – when you
make a good buy – the car is almost guaranteed to keep
ticking up in value each year. Furthermore, they are form
part of an even more all-encompassing legacy.
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“I always say I don’t own these cars,” says Kairuz. “I’m
simply the custodian for the next person – whether it be
my son who will, one day, inherit – or someone else. I’m
looking after it and I get to enjoy it along the way. But
these cars will outlive me. Some will be far more valuable
than I could ever imagine, some less so. But you want to
get more right than wrong.”
And, with that feeling of legacy front of mind, there is
another Kairuz tradition on the cards for the future: When
his now 11-month old son is ready to learn how to drive it
will also be in a Ferrari. How does it get better than that?
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TOP TIPS WHEN BUILDING A CLASSIC CAR INVESTMENT
PORTFOLIO
1. Follow your passion. A brand like Ferrari is built
		 on passion; an approach which trickles down to the
		 fan base – collectors included. If you find a company
		 and an ethos that resonates, your enthusiasm for
		 the vehicles will never wane
2. Find a mechanic you can trust. “For me it was
		 very important to form a relationship with somebody
		 who would work with the car. I spoke to a few people
		 and they introduced me to a mechanic called
		 Roberto, and well-known independent mechanic. I
		 trust him implicitly,” says Kairuz.
3. Make sure you have ample space. “This sort
		 of collecting is almost a disease, and before you know
		 it you are trying to squeeze three cars into a double
		 garage. I keep a bunch of the cars here in my
		 basement [at the office], because I spend most of my
		 day at work and, if I’m having a rough day I like
		 to take the cover off and just sit in the car and smell
		 the leather. There is a special feeling you get,” says
		 Kairuz.
4. Build a theme you can follow. Some collectors,
		 like American TV host Jay Leno, count a wide
		 assortment of vehicles like the Ford GT supercar,
		 the 1986 Lamborghini Countach and a 1994 McLaren
		 F1 in his collection. Comedian Jerry Seinfeld,
		 meanwhile, has a predilection for Porsche, with
		 a 1949 Porsche 356/2 and a 1973 Porsche 911 Carrera
		 RS nestled in among a Lamborghini or two. But, for
		 the new collector it’s advantageous to focus your
		 attention on a brand you can get to know, and then to
		 plan your approach – be it focusing on buying four		 seater cars or racing vehicles or light-weight cars.
		 Or you could look for a combination. “Remember,”
		 says Kairuz, “these are assets that perform
		 differently.” So approach this collection with the
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same diversification consideration as you would
when building a stock portfolio.
Weigh up your insurance options. Insurance
in this space is, understandably, quite specialised.
And you need to consider all your options. “There
are very clever structures which are put together,
for example, if you have five Ferraris they might take
the most expensive vehicle and charge a full premium
but you would pay a much reduced premium on all
the other vehicles, and they might limit your
kilometres a year. It’s very specialised,” explains
Kairuz, who says there are only a handful of
specialist brokers out there. He does note, however,
that some individuals with big collections might even
opt not to insure their vehicles. It’s about doing the
maths considering that insurance might cost 1% a
year on the most expensive model, which could be
worth R40 million.
Know your price point. Like wine, art and stamps
there are multiple car collections: Ferraris, Porsches,
vintage Mercedes, BMWs. And each comes at a
particular pricing point. “Is Ferrari investing feasible,
or even possible, for most people? No, it’s not. At the
moment you can’t buy a collectible Ferrari for less
than around R1 million, and I know how hard it is to
part with that sort of money for a car. It’s a big
hurdle,” says Kairuz.

Bearing this in mind Kairuz again brings it back to doing
your homework. “If you don’t you can’t really blame
anyone for how you allocate your funds.”
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